
 

 

WYS SOLUTIONS AND 
HIKVISION AI CAMERAS 
 

Hikvision AI cameras and WYS Platform provide together a solution with 
countless different possibilities to combine, refine, and compare the raw 
data and then utilize it, for example, to automate processes, increase 
safety, or find new business opportunities. 

Various information in your use 

WYS Platform can process data from several Hikvision AI cameras 
outdoors / indoors, and different locations at the same time. Raw data of 
the cameras is processed and refined in WYS Platform resulting various 
information like 

• Number of line crossings, and to which directions 
o Based on different objects (vehicle, animal etc.) 

• Number of intrusion detections from different areas 

• Number of unattended baggage in different areas 

• Combined data from various sources like all line crossings to a 
wrong direction at all doors in one location 

• Comparisons of data, for example, between areas, locations etc. 

All available data can be freely combined into aggregate data to the 
Dashboard views and reports. However, original data remain still available. 

Visualize and share the data as you wish 

Good visualization of the data makes it easier to pinpoint anomalies or 
trends, and notice correlations and relations of various activities. 

Reporting Application is used to visualize the data. Individual dashboard 
views can be created for each user and user groups. You can freely choose 
what you want to see on the dashboard view and you can have as many 
different views as needed. The dashboard view can be created e.g. from 
several different reports which are generated for use. 
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You can send automated reports to site managers, country managers, 
colleagues, guards etc. 
 
WYS Platform’s user management is an efficient tool to define which 
data, dashboard views and reports the user is entitled to see. 
 

Manage device info, events and alarms with the 

Performance Application 

 
Performance Application allows you to easily control all connected 
Hikvision devices 24/7.  

• Visual status indicators help to spot and dig into the problems 
immediately 

• Automated faulty message can be sent to maintenance company, 
supervisor, etc. 

• Visual reports help to clarify the device status 

• Logs can be also visualized to see usage trends, for example. 
 
Using Performance Application alarms, events, and guideline messages 
can be sent to personnel, management and guards’ mobile devices, for 
example. You can choose freely the routing rules. 
 

The set-up and use as you wish 

 
WYS Platform can be used anywhere with any device at any time. 
 
WYS Solutions fit to all environments: 

• Local one site, on-premise solution 

• Corporate multi-site, private cloud solution 

• SaaS, multi-customer, multi-site, public cloud solution 
 
Other Hikvision cameras, such as people counting, thermal, and ANPR 
cameras, can be data sources too, and one camera can have several 
data sources in it. WYS Platform handles data separately from each 
source. 
 
 
Hikvision has a large AI camera family available. More information from 
Hikvision web site and your local Hikvision representatives. 

 
 

  
 

 

 

Web Your Services Ltd. 

WYS (Web Your Services Ltd.) is a software company which develops solutions for demanding functional environments. Its intelligent 

platform and AI applications process and refine data transmitted from AI cameras and other devices and systems. Corporates, 

governments and communities using WYS solutions can automate processes, increase efficiency, decrease administration, and 

improve profitability. At its best WYS solution has created completely new opportunities for our customers to conduct their 

businesses. Customers are using WYS solutions in over ten countries. In a month our solutions handle over 1,000,000 vehicles, over 

2,500,000 people and over 100,000,000 events. WYS is located in Helsinki, Finland, and has developed applications for corporate 

and enterprise customers since 2010. 
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